
Tennessee Interfaith Power and Light 
2015 Goals, Objectives, and Budget 

 
Goal 1.   TIPL will further a spiritual response to climate change within Tennessee:   
A.  Support of EPA’s Clean Power Plan:   

1. TIPL will encourage the TN Department of Environment and Conservation to 
develop state compliance plan that reflects TIPL values of reverence for the Earth and 
climate justice. 
2. TIPL will meet with our two Senators to encourage their support of climate 
projection and climate justice.   
 

B. Support of a spiritual response to climate change through regional events. 
1. TIPL will offer two to three TIPL Climate Prayer Vigils within each region.   
2. TIPL will partner with the Earth Hour event on March 28, 2015. 
3. TIPL will take a leadership role in organizing significant regional events in support 
of effective international climate policy, their timing linked to the Paris Climate Summit.  
Each region will develop its own event. 
 

C. TIPL will encourage the TVA board to address economic justice by offering effective 
lower income weatherization programs.  TIPL members will meet with individual TVA board 
members to urge them to instruct TVA to develop lower income weatherization programs. 

 
D. TIPL will recognize members of the business community, which publicly acknowledge 
climate change and have effectively responded to it, the Green Halo award.  The Steering 
Committee will develop the criteria, and each region can select and make quarterly 
presentations of the award.  

 
E. TIPL will support regional collective policy work that has been approved by the Steering 
Committee.  To date, the following have been approved. 

1. Support for the 2015 policy work of Climate Knoxville of which TIPL is a partner 
organization. 
2. Support for the City of Knoxville’s Georgetown University Prize energy efficiency 
contest of which TIPL is a committed partner. 

 
Goal 2.   TIPL will encourage its partner faith groups and members opportunities to respond 
spiritually to climate change and to reduce their carbon footprints. 
A.  TIPL will work with Southern Alliance for Clean Energy to encourage faith groups to have 
an energy audit for their buildings. 
B. TIPL will encourage members and the wider community to have a TVA energy audit for 
their homes.  
C. TIPL will offer its partners and members a 2015 Carbon Fast Lenten and Advent 
calendars. 
D. TIPL will develop a carbon offset opportunity for members and the wider community 
(see fund development.) 
 
Goal 3.   TIPL will encourage its members and partners to participate in national IPL programs. 
A. Encourages its faith group partners to participate in the national IPL Preach-in and 
Cool Congregations programs. 



B. Participate in IPL’s quarterly national conference calls and its other educational call-in 
opportunities. 
C. Participate in its annual conference by designating two steering committee members 
to represent TIPL. 

 
Goal 4.   TIPL will further develop its capacity and that of its partners and members to 
cultivate a spiritual response to climate change. 
 A. TIPL will offer quarterly tele-seminars with presentation from leaders in the field. 
 B. TIPL will include on its website resources for learning more about issues  
 
Goal 5.   TIPL will develop its communication and outreach capacities. 
A. Monthly distribute to its members and partners an e-newsletter. 
B. Keep current its website, its Facebook page, its database of members and partners, its 
introductory PowerPoint presentation, its recruitment information and forms, and it new 
partner Welcome Packet. 
C.   Develop a strategic communication plan and protocols. 
 
Goal 6.   TIPL will further develop itself as an organization. 
A. The Southern Alliance for Clean Energy (SACE) will serve as our fiscal sponsor.  
B. The Steering Committee will have phone conferences every month unless otherwise 
determined by the steering committee.   
C. The Steering Committee will plan the annual meeting opportunity for TIPL members to 
gather for renewal of personal bonds and connection to our larger purpose, to conduct TIPL 
business, and to develop plans for 2016. 
D. TIPL has a 2015 recruitment goal of 35 partner faith groups:  seven from Nashville, five 
from Knoxville, and 3 from the rest of the state. 
E. Develop a means to offset the carbon footprint of the organization. 
F. Intentionally cause the TIPL Steering Committee to become more diverse. 
 
Goal 7.   TIPL will implement a strategic fund development plan. 
A.   TIPL will identify five major donors and ask them for their support. 
B. TIPL will send out a direct mail appeal to members prior to the Preach-in 2015 and 
again in the fall prior to Paris Climate Summit regional events. 
C.   For the regional events supporting the Paris Climate Summit, TIPL will match regional 
funds raised up to $500. 
D. TIPL will develop a carbon offset opportunity to support regional activities. 
 
 


